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The recent implementation of the computation of infrared (IR) intensities beyond the double-
harmonic approximation [J. Bloino and V. Barone, J. Chem. Phys. 136, 124108 (2012)] paved the
route to routine calculations of infrared spectra for a wide set of molecular systems. Halogenated
organic compounds represent an interesting class of molecules, from both an atmospheric and com-
putational point of view, due to the peculiar chemical features related to the halogen atoms. In this
work, we simulate the IR spectra of eight halogenated molecules (CH2F2, CHBrF2, CH2DBr, CF3Br,
CH2CHF, CF2CFCl, cis-CHFCHBr, cis-CHFCHI), using two common hybrid and double-hybrid
density functionals in conjunction with both double- and triple-ζ quality basis sets (SNSD and cc-
pVTZ) as well as employing the coupled-cluster theory with basis sets of at least triple-ζ qual-
ity. Finally, we compare our results with available experimental spectra, with the aim of checking
the accuracy and the performances of the computational approaches. © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4817401]

I. INTRODUCTION

The growing concerns of scientific communities and in-
ternational politicians about global climate changes and en-
vironmental degradation related to human activities have
pointed out the need for a deeper knowledge of atmospheric
chemical and physical processes in order to understand and
predict the evolution of the Earth’s atmosphere. Over the
past years, halogenated organic compounds – in particular
those containing chlorine and bromine – were widely used
in anthropogenic activities due to their desirable properties
as blowing agents, propellants, refrigerants, fire extinguish-
ers, and as reactants in the industrial synthesis of polymers
and copolymers. However, with few exceptions, since 1996
these compounds have been phased out by the Montreal pro-
tocol (and the Copenhagen amendment), given their capac-
ity to destroy the stratospheric ozone layer and to behave as
greenhouse gases.1–3 In fact, they can exercise an additional
radiative forcing that tends to warm the climate, contribut-
ing to global warming. Several research efforts have been de-
voted to the study of the radiative forcing and, in general, the
spectroscopic behavior of the halogenated organics, with aim
of assessing the environmental impacts of these compounds,
considering the brief- and long-term environmental effects, as

a)Electronic mail: ivan.carnimeo@sns.it

well as the contribution to climate changes and global warm-
ing (see, for example, Refs. 4–7). Indeed, the macroscopic
radiation and atmospheric models, employed to understand
the atmospheric chemistry as well as to model the Earth’s
atmosphere and its evolution, need as an input a detailed
dataset.8–10 Within this framework, infrared (IR) spectroscopy
plays a primary role,11–21 as it can provide accurate values of
the relevant spectroscopic data, such as band positions and
absorption cross sections. With these premises, it is not sur-
prising that the last years have seen a renewed interest in the
spectroscopic studies of halogenated organic compounds, mo-
tivated not only by their role as air pollutants, but also because
these investigations are useful to improve the modeling of the
atmospheric chemistry of these compounds.22–25

In this context, the prediction of molecular properties
by state-of-the-art quantum-mechanical (QM) methods has
been proved of paramount relevance for the study of molecu-
lar systems. In the last years, theoretical computations have
become powerful and widespread tools for the assignment
and prediction of the experimental spectra, as well as to get
deeper insight into the different effects that determine the
observed spectroscopic properties.26–29, 91 As far as IR spec-
troscopy is concerned, QM calculations carried out at a suit-
able level of theory allow the prediction of reliable vibra-
tional spectra for small- to medium-sized molecules (for ex-
ample, see Refs. 21, 30–36 and references therein) In this
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respect, while approaches based on vibrational perturbation
theory (VPT2)33, 34, 37–42 have been shown capable of ac-
curately calculating vibrational frequencies, comparatively
less attention has been paid to infrared intensities beyond
the double-harmonic approximation. With the recent imple-
mentation of the calculation of intensities at a fully an-
harmonic VPT2 level,43, 44 the simulation of the whole in-
frared spectrum becomes feasible, and a theoretical study of
both peak positions and absorption intensities of halons can
be performed. Thus, new insights to the characterization of
molecules taking part in chemical processes of atmospheric
interest can be achieved. From a computational and method-
ological point of view, the presence of halogen atoms is par-
ticularly challenging, since such elements show large elec-
tronegativities and, the heaviest ones, significant relativistic
core-electron effects. For this reason, most of the studies per-
formed in past years16–18, 20, 21, 45–47 were carried out at the
coupled-cluster (CC) level48 employing medium-to-large ba-
sis sets (at least of triple-ζ quality). Unfortunately, the very
high accuracy which usually characterizes such calculations
implies a large computational cost, and can be performed only
for small- to medium-sized systems. The situation turns out
to be more involved with the halogen atoms, because they are
characterized by a large number of valence electrons, and the
calculations at the coupled-cluster level might become par-
ticularly expensive when a few of them are present in the
molecules under study. This is especially true when the heav-
iest atoms are involved, for which the explicit treatment of the
d-electrons is required in most of cases.

Density Functional Theory (DFT) based approaches are
the methods of choice to treat medium- to large-sized systems.
Provided that both the functional and the basis set are care-
fully chosen, DFT has been demonstrated to provide accu-
rate vibrational anharmonic frequencies, for both small- and
medium-sized molecular systems,32, 42, 44, 49, 50 in conjunction
with a full-dimensional VPT2 approach, and for large sys-
tems, using purposely tailored reduced-dimensionality ver-
sions of the VPT2 treatment.51, 52 DFT methods can also be
used in hybrid approaches, in which the harmonic and an-
harmonic parts of the frequencies and intensities are calcu-
lated at different levels of theory. Such approaches – coupling
coupled-cluster and DFT53–59 or even two DFT methods em-
ploying different combinations of functional and basis set44 –
have been applied to several cases,44, 53–60 leading to a remark-
able agreement with experimental data, at a reduced compu-
tational cost with respect to the full coupled-cluster treatment.

In the present work, we selected a set of eight small
halogenated hydrocarbons, four methane derivatives (halo-
methanes: CH2F2, CHBrF2, CH2DBr, CF3Br) and four ethy-
lene derivatives (halo-ethylenes: CH2CHF, CF2CFCl, cis-
CHFCHI, cis-CHFCHBr), and we simulated the infrared
spectra at a full anharmonic level employing different DFT
methods (see Sec. II C for details). Hybrid approaches have
also been considered for both frequency and intensity calcu-
lations. The results of the different approaches were compared
with the available experimental data in order to verify the reli-
ability of the DFT methods, discuss strengths and weaknesses
of each model, and provide statistics about the accuracy that
could be expected. In our opinion, such a work paves the route

to the routine application of DFT methods to the calculation
of spectroscopic properties of medium-to-large halogenated
systems.

II. METHODOLOGY AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

A. Theoretical modeling of infrared spectra

When a vibrational spectrum is experimentally mea-
sured, the absolute intensity and width of the vibrational fea-
tures are determined by the physico-chemical processes due
to light-matter interaction as well as by parameters and/or
conditions intrinsically connected to the typology of the ex-
periment, such as the optical pathlength of the instrument and
the concentration/partial pressure of the sample. For this rea-
son, the measured absorbance is usually converted into the
absorption cross section (cm2/molecule), which is an intrin-
sic molecular property, independent of the experimental con-
ditions. Nonetheless, the band intensity given in terms of ab-
sorption cross section is still the result of the evolution of the
system after the irradiation, since the processes occurring dur-
ing the relaxation dynamics usually affect the spectral fea-
tures. Moreover, in most cases the experimental spectra show
many complex low-intensity features, related to overtones and
combination bands, resonances, or to the rotational structure
of the vibrational transitions. Consequently, the experimen-
tal intensities are usually integrated over a selected range of
frequencies, say [ν1, ν2], in order to obtain the integrated ab-
sorption cross section17, 18, 61 (Gν1ν2 ). Gν1ν2 is the area sub-
tended by a region of the spectrum, and it can be calculated
by ab initio methods with time-independent approaches. A
formal expression for the absorption cross section can be ob-
tained from the treatment of the light-matter interaction, and
the molar counterpart (i.e., the molar absorption coefficient)
can be written as62

ε(ν) = 4NAπ2

3 × 103 ln(10)hc
ν

∑
i,f

ρi |μif |2δ(νif − ν). (1)

In Eq. (1), i and f are two generic initial and final purely vibra-
tional states, ν if = ν i − ν f being the corresponding frequency
difference; ρ i is the Boltzmann population of the state i, μif

is the transition moment, and NA is the Avogadro constant
(mol−1). The spectral line shape is given here by the Dirac
delta function since no information about the relaxation dy-
namics can be obtained at this level of theory.

By integrating the molar absorption coefficient in a fre-
quency interval [ν1, ν2], we obtain the theoretical integrated
cross section (usually in km/mol)

Gν1,ν2 =
∫ ν2

ν1

ε(ν)dν

= 4NAπ2

3 × 103 ln(10)hc

∑
i,f

ν1<νif <ν2

ρi |μif |2νif =
∑
i,f

ν1<νif <ν2

Gif ,

(2)

which is the sum of the integrated cross section of each tran-
sition (Gif) occurring in the selected frequency range. The
Gif quantities can be obtained within either the harmonic
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or anharmonic approximations. In this work, the latter ap-
proach, as implemented by Barone et al.43, 63 into the Gaus-
sian code,64 has been applied to compute the Gif related to
fundamental transitions, overtones, and combination bands.
Once the Gif’s are known, Gν1,ν2 (Eq. (2)) can be straightfor-
wardly calculated, whereas the absorption cross sections in
cm2/molecule can be obtained by a convolution with Gaus-
sian (or Lorentzian) functions gFWHM (ν), thus allowing a
direct comparison between simulated and experimental IR
spectra. Since no information about the relaxation dynam-
ics can be obtained at this level of theory, the FWHM (Full
Width at Half Maximum) of either the Gaussian or Lorentzian
function considered is simply an adjustable, empirical
parameter

εg(ν) = ε(ν ′) ∗ gFWHM (ν − ν ′) =
∑
i,f

Gif gFWHM (νif − ν).

(3)

B. Coupled cluster methods

The CC level of theory employing the CC singles and
doubles approximation augmented by a perturbative treat-
ment of the triple excitations [CCSD(T)]65 has been used
in the reference computations described below, in conjunc-
tion with correlation-consistent basis sets, (aug-)cc-p(C)VnZ
(n = T,Q).66–68 At the geometries optimized at the levels of
theory considered, the corresponding harmonic force fields
(at the same level) have been obtained using analytic second
derivatives.69 All CCSD(T) calculations have been carried out
with the quantum-chemical CFOUR program package.70

For each molecule, we chose a reference set of CCSD(T)
results in order to validate the geometries, harmonic fre-
quencies, and IR intensities at the DFT level. For the
CH2F2 and CH2CHF molecules, we were able to com-
pute the full Hessian at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ level
and to also include core-valence (CV) correlation correc-
tions at the CCSD(T)/cc-pCVTZ level (shortly, denoted as
“CCSD(T)/AVQZ+CV”). For details concerning the additiv-
ity scheme, we refer interested readers to Refs. 35, 58–60, 71,
and 72. The “CCSD(T)/AVQZ+CV” approach is expected to
yield values on average accurate within 2 cm−1, that is to
say, due to a cancelation of errors, to have the same accuracy
of harmonic frequencies obtained by means of the extrapola-
tion to complete basis set (CBS) in conjunction with the in-
clusion of core correlation, scalar relativistic, and higher or-
der correlation effects.36, 73, 74 When heavy atoms – chlorine,
bromine, and iodine – were involved, we used triple-ζ qual-
ity basis sets for CCSD(T) calculations, i.e., aug-cc-pVTZ
for methane-derivatives (CHBrF2, CH2DBr, CF3Br) and cc-
pVTZ for ethylene-derivatives (CF2CFCl, cis-CHFCHBr, cis-
CHFCHI). In Sec. III, a detailed discussion about the rea-
sons leading to the choice of such basis sets is reported. For
bromine and iodine, the cc-pVTZ-PP and aug-cc-pVTZ-PP
sets75, 76 were actually used in order to take into account rela-
tivistic effects. The latter are correlation-consistent basis sets
to be used in conjunction with small-core relativistic pseu-
dopotentials that leave 25 electrons to be handled explicitly
for both Br and I. In the following, the different basis sets

TABLE I. Summary of the reference methods.

Molecule CCSD(T)/REF

CH2F2 aug-cc-pVQZ+CV
CHBrF2 aug-cc-pVTZ-PP
CH2DBr aug-cc-pVTZ-PP
CF3Br aug-cc-pVTZ-PP
CH2CHF aug-cc-pVQZ+CV
CF2CFCl cc-pVTZ
cis-CHFCHBr cc-pVTZ-PP
cis-CHFCHI cc-pVTZ-PP

used for the reference coupled-cluster calculations will be
generically indicated as REF, and in Table I a summary of
the CCSD(T)/REF level for each molecule is reported.

C. DFT methods

The DFT calculations have been performed with the
B3LYP77 functional in conjunction with the double-ζ
SNSD78 basis set family, which is an improved version
of the polarized double-ζ N07D basis set,58, 78–81 obtained
by adding diffuse s-functions on all atoms, diffuse polar-
ized d-functions on heavy atoms (p on hydrogens), and
Stuttgart-Dresden electron core pseudopotentials82, 83 to
bromine and iodine. In fact, although the original N07D
provided very good results in the computation of frequencies
and EPR properties,29, 35, 44, 52, 58–60, 71, 72, 78–81 the inclusion
of diffuse functions and pseudopotentials are needed to
properly treat the heaviest halogen atoms and to improve the
performances of the IR intensity calculations. The double-
hybrid B2PLYP84, 85 functional, along with its analytic
second derivatives50 required for the effective computation
of semi-diagonal quartic force-fields, was also employed in
conjunction with the cc-pVTZ basis set (cc-pVTZ-PP in case
of Br and I). Despite the fact that the inclusion of a portion
of the MP286 energy and the use of a triple-ζ basis set lead
to a significantly higher computational cost, such a method
usually provides very accurate harmonic frequencies50 and
may improve anharmonic corrections in problematic cases.72

As an intermediate computational approach between the
B3LYP/SNSD and B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ(-PP) levels, we also
performed calculations at the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ(-PP) level
for one halo-methane (CHBrF2) and one halo-ethylene
(CF2CFCl) in order to evaluate the effects of the functional
and the basis set on the accuracy of the vibrational properties.
All DFT geometry optimizations (tight convergence criteria)
and harmonic-frequency calculations have been performed
by constraining the molecules to the proper symmetry point
groups, so that the symmetry of each normal mode could
be verified. Subsequently, the cubic and semi-diagonal
quartic force constants have been obtained by numerical
differentiation of the analytical second derivatives (with a
step of 0.01 Å as discussed in Ref. 34), starting from the
equilibrium structure without any symmetry constraint. Then,
the IR spectra have been simulated from the anharmonic
force field by means of a fully automated VPT2 approach,
originally developed for the calculation of the anharmonic
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TABLE II. CH2F2: Convergence of the CCSD(T) harmonic frequencies (cm−1) with respect to the dimension of the basis set.a

CCSD(T)/ CCSD(T)/ CCSD(T)/ CCSD(T)/ CCSD(T)/
Modes Symm. cc-pVTZ aug-cc-pVTZ cc-pVQZ aug-cc-pVQZ AVQZ+CV Assignmentsb

ν6 B1 3148.0 (−11.8) 3150.5 (−9.3) 3155.0 (−4.7) 3155.0 (−4.8) 3159.8 CH2 A stretch
ν1 A1 3075.8 (−8.9) 3076.6 (−8.1) 3081.5 (−3.2) 3079.7 (−5.0) 3084.7 CH2 S stretch
ν2 A1 1556.5 (4.5) 1552.8 (0.8) 1553.7 (1.6) 1549.8 (−2.2) 1552.0 CH2 scissor
ν8 B2 1482.3 (12.5) 1466.2 (−3.6) 1475.6 (5.7) 1467.4 (−2.4) 1469.8 CH2 wag
ν5 A2 1292.3 (4.2) 1279.4 (−8.7) 1290.1 (2.0) 1285.0 (−3.1) 1288.1 CH2 twist
ν7 B1 1202.6 (3.5) 1192.2 (−6.9) 1201.7 (2.6) 1197.1 (−2.0) 1199.1 CH2 rock
ν3 A1 1141.6 (7.7) 1126.6 (−7.3) 1136.9 (3.0) 1131.4 (−2.5) 1133.9 CF2 S stretch
ν9 B2 1142.2 (22.9) 1113.6 (−5.7) 1127.1 (7.7) 1117.0 (−2.3) 1119.3 CF2 A stretch
ν4 A1 537.0 (2.3) 529.7 (−5.0) 536.0 (1.2) 533.1 (−1.6) 534.7 CF2 bend

MAEc 8.7 6.2 3.6 2.9 0.0

aDifferences with respect to the CCSD(T)/AVQZ+CV level are reported in parenthesis.
bA and S refer to Asymmetric and Symmetric modes, respectively.
cThe Mean Absolute Error (MAE) for each basis set has been calculated by averaging the absolute errors on each mode.

frequencies33, 34, 42 and recently extended to intensities43 of
fundamentals, overtones, and combination bands. Within this
approach, resonant terms are removed from the perturbative
expansion and variationally treated, i.e., the so-called GVPT2
approach34 has been applied for frequency calculations.
A deperturbed approach was used instead for the resonant
terms of the perturbative treatment of the dipole moment
derivatives. All calculations have been performed with a
locally modified version of Gaussian code.64

D. Hybrid approach

Hybrid CC/DFT models (shortly denoted HYB) assume
that the differences between anharmonic frequencies and IR
intensities calculated at the CCSD(T) and DFT levels are only
due to the harmonic terms. Consequently, the hybrid anhar-
monic frequency of each normal mode (νHYB

i ) can be viewed
as the sum of a harmonic part (ν0,CC

i ) and an anharmonic shift
(�νDFT

i ), computed at the CCSD(T) and DFT levels, respec-
tively

νHYB
i = ν

0,CC
i + �νDFT

i . (4)

The anharmonic shifts are evaluated by computing the cubic
and semi-diagonal quartic force constants at the DFT level
and, as long as the DFT normal modes are similar to the
CCSD(T) ones (as expected in most of cases), including them
into the VPT2 treatment without any transformation, along
with the CCSD(T) harmonic frequencies. Then, in order to
grant consistent results independently of the level of theory
used to evaluate the cubic and quartic force constants, the
Fermi resonances are identified by analyzing the CC har-
monic frequencies, the resonant terms being subsequently
treated within the variational GVPT2 approach. In this work
for the harmonic frequencies, which include the largest part
of the errors, we carried out calculations at the CCSD(T)/REF
level, while the two DFT methods presented in Sec. II C were
used for the computation of the anharmonic shifts. While for
frequencies the partitioning between harmonic part and an-
harmonic shift can be formally justified, for IR intensities (Gif

in Eq. (1)) an analogous approach can be employed only as

an empirical a posteriori correction

GHYB
if ∼ G

0,CC
if + �GDFT

if . (5)

In fact, from a formal point of view the total transition mo-
ment (μif) can be rigorously split between the sum of the
double harmonic transition moment (μ0

if ) and an anharmonic
shift (�μif) which includes both mechanical and electric an-
harmonicities, but since it is squared, in Eq. (1) the cross
terms could not be neglected when the integrated cross sec-
tion are computed∣∣μ0

if + �μif

∣∣2 = ∣∣μ0
if

∣∣2 + 2
∣∣μ0

if · �μif

∣∣2 + |�μif |2

�= ∣∣μ0
if

∣∣2 + |�μif |2 .

(6)

Nonetheless, the results from this work and earlier
studies35, 44, 60, 71, 72 point out the reliability of such an empir-
ical approach, which is thus useful in order to improve the
accuracy of computed intensities.

In the following, we will use the notation DFT/DFT,
HYB/DFT, HYB/HYB for the IR spectra, indicating that both
frequencies and intensities are calculated at the DFT level
(DFT/DFT), hybrid frequencies are combined with the DFT
intensities (HYB/DFT), and the hybrid approach has been ap-
plied to both frequencies and intensities (HYB/HYB), respec-
tively.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Convergence of CCSD(T) calculations

To establish the reference level of theory to be ap-
plied in the subsequent analysis, the convergence of the
CCSD(T) results has been inspected by analyzing the data ob-
tained for difluoromethane and 1-fluoroethylene. In Tables II
and III, the harmonic frequencies of CH2F2 and CH2CHF, re-
spectively, have been reported. The harmonic frequencies for
both molecules have been computed at the CCSD(T) level, in
conjunction with the cc-pVTZ (VTZ), aug-cc-pVTZ (AVTZ),
cc-pVQZ (VQZ), and aug-cc-pVQZ (AVQZ) basis sets, as
well as by means of the composite scheme CCSD(T)/aug-cc-
pVQZ+CV(CCSD(T)/cc-pCVTZ) (CCSD(T)/AVQZ+CV).
For each normal mode, the frequency differences with respect
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TABLE III. CH2CHF: Convergence of the CCSD(T) harmonic frequencies (cm−1) with respect to the dimension of the basis set.a

CCSD(T)/ CCSD(T)/ CCSD(T)/ CCSD(T)/ CCSD(T)/
Modes Symm. cc-pVTZ aug-cc-pVTZ cc-pVQZ aug-cc-pVQZ AVQZ+CV Assignmentsb

ν1 A′ 3274.0 (−10.9) 3273.5 (−11.4) 3282.1 (−2.8) 3279.5 (−5.4) 3284.9 CH2 A stretch
ν2 A′ 3214.5 (−10.4) 3215.4 (−9.5) 3220.7 (−4.2) 3219.8 (−5.1) 3224.9 CH stretch
ν3 A′ 3172.2 (−8.4) 3171.7 (−8.9) 3178.4 (−2.2) 3175.3 (−5.3) 3180.6 CH2 S stretch
ν4 A′ 1698.9 (−2.3) 1691.1 (−10.1) 1700.2 (−1.0) 1696.4 (−4.8) 1701.2 C=C stretch
ν5 A′ 1421.2 (5.2) 1410.8 (−5.2) 1416.5 (0.5) 1413.5 (−2.5) 1416.0 CH2 bend
ν6 A′ 1332.8 (−1.2) 1326.8 (−7.2) 1332.7 (−1.3) 1331.3 (−2.7) 1334.0 CHF bend
ν7 A′ 1177.7 (−1.7) 1172.3 (−7.1) 1180.7 (1.3) 1176.6 (−2.8) 1179.4 CF stretch
ν10 A′ ′ 956.4 (1.7) 942.4 (−12.3) 953.1 (−1.6) 952.0 (−2.7) 954.7 (oop) torsion
ν8 A′ 940.4 (−1.5) 935.7 (−6.2) 941.3 (−0.6) 939.8 (−2.1) 941.9 CH2 rock
ν11 A′ 874.6 (−4.6) 865.5 (−13.7) 873.1 (−6.1) 874.6 (−4.6) 879.2 (oop) CH2 S bend
ν12 A′ ′ 729.3 (1.3) 719.4 (−8.6) 726.7 (−1.3) 725.8 (−2.2) 728.0 (oop) CH2 A bend
ν9 A′ 484.7 (1.3) 478.7 (−4.7) 482.2 (−1.2) 481.6 (−1.8) 483.4 C=CF bend

MAEc 4.2 8.7 2.0 3.5 0.0

aDifferences with respect to the CCSD(T)/AVQZ+CV level are reported in parenthesis.
bA and S refer to Asymmetric and Symmetric modes, respectively, oop refers to out of plane bending modes.
cThe Mean Absolute Error (MAE) for each basis set has been calculated by summing the absolute errors on each mode.

to the highest level of theory (i.e., CCSD(T)/AVQZ+CV) are
also listed. We observe that for the halo-methane, CH2F2, the
harmonic frequencies at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ level have an
overall Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of 8.7 cm−1, with the
largest deviations on the CH stretching modes (about −12
cm−1 for ν6), CH2 bending modes (about 13 cm−1 for ν8),
and one of the CF stretching modes (about 23 cm−1 for
ν9). When the diffuse functions are added to the cc-pVTZ
basis set, the harmonic frequencies are much closer to the
CCSD(T)/AVQZ+CV results, showing an overall MAE of
6.2 cm−1, and errors on ν6, ν8, and ν9 reduced to about −9,
−4, and −6 cm−1, respectively. More in general, for almost
all modes the harmonic frequencies calculated with the cc-
pVTZ basis set are overestimated with respect to the refer-
ence calculations, and the effect of the diffuse functions is to
lower their absolute values, thus reducing the magnitude of
the discrepancies below 10 cm−1.

For CH2CHF, which is the simplest halo-ethylene among
those studied in this work, the frequencies at the CCSD(T)/cc-
pVTZ level show an overall MAE of only 4.2 cm−1 with re-
spect to the CCSD(T)/AVQZ+CV calculations, and in most
cases they are underestimated. The inclusion of diffuse func-
tions to the triple-ζ basis set in most of cases causes a further
lowering of the frequency values, resulting in an overall MAE
for the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations of 8.7 cm−1, thus
doubled with respect to CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ. In particular, de-
viations of about 10 cm−1 are found at the CCSD(T)/AVTZ
level for the frequencies of the normal modes involving a dis-
tortion of the π bond – such as the C=C stretching (ν4) and
the out of plane bendings (ν10 and ν11) – while for the same
modes the errors are smaller than 5 cm−1 at the CCSD(T)/cc-
pVTZ level.

The MAEs reported in Tables II and III have been plot-
ted in Figure 1 for a better visualization. From Figure 1 it
is apparent that the harmonic frequencies of CH2F2 converge
linearly and monotonically along the proposed series of ba-
sis sets (VTZ, AVTZ, VQZ, AVQZ). When moving from
CCSD(T)/AVQZ to the CCSD(T)/AVQZ+CV level, we note

an increase of the slope due to the different nature of the
correction. On the other side, for CH2CHF the calculations
do not converge monotonically, and the harmonic frequencies
obtained with basis sets employing diffuse functions have a
faster convergence but with higher MAEs, when compared
with the same basis set without diffuse functions. This can
be related to the fact that for halo-methanes only σ bonds
occur and polarization effects induced by halogens only af-
fect the σ charge distribution, leading to a linear conver-
gence of the harmonic frequencies. In halo-ethylenes, the π

charge distribution introduces another degree of complexity,
so that the addition of diffuse functions to the triple-ζ basis re-
sults in a lower accuracy of the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ har-
monic frequencies with respect to their CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ
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FIG. 1. Mean absolute errors (cm−1) of the fundamental harmonic frequen-
cies computed at the CCSD(T) level employing different basis sets, with
respect to CCSD(T)/AVQZ+CV results (see text for details). VTZ, AVTZ,
VQZ, and AVQZ mean the cc-pVTZ, aug-cc-pVTZ, cc-pVQZ, and aug-cc-
pVQZ basis sets, respectively. CV denotes core-valence correlation correc-
tions (CCSD(T)/cc-pCVTZ). (A) Convergence of calculations for CH2F2.
(B) Convergence of calculations for CH2CHF without diffuse functions. (C)
Convergence of calculations for CH2CHF employing diffuse functions.
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counterparts. As a final remark, we note that the CV correc-
tions increase the harmonic frequencies by about 1–5 cm−1.

In Tables S.I and S.II in the supplementary material,92

the harmonic intensities computed at the same levels as dis-
cussed above for frequencies are collected for the funda-
mental modes of CH2F2 and CH2CHF, respectively. In anal-
ogy with the results obtained for frequencies, we find that
for difluoromethane the inclusion of diffuse functions in the
triple-ζ basis set leads to a significant improvement of the
results, thus reducing the overall error on the intensities
from about 6 km/mol to less than 1 km/mol with respect to
CCSD(T)/AVQZ+CV. On the other side, for CH2CHF the
improvement of the intensities due to the inclusion of the dif-
fuse functions in the triple-ζ basis set is quite small, the over-
all MAE only reducing from 2.13 km/mol with cc-pVTZ to
1.55 km/mol. This suggests that for the halo-ethylenes, the
use of the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set for the calculation of in-
frared spectra leads to a small refinement of the intensities
with respect to employment of cc-pVTZ, at the price of a sen-
sibly lower accuracy for frequencies.

Following these arguments, we chose as basis sets in
the reference CCSD(T) calculations (CCSD(T)/REF here-
after) for the heavier molecules the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set
for halo-methanes, and cc-pVTZ for halo-ethylenes. In Table
I, a summary of the CCSD(T)/REF levels for each molecule
is reported. In all cases, when the bromine and iodine ele-
ments are present, pseudopotentials have been included to de-
scribe core electrons (see Sec. II B). The effects of the inclu-
sion of such pseudopotentials on vibrational properties have
been quantified by the comparison with the corresponding
all-electron basis sets for the molecules containing bromine
(for bromine, the all-electron cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-pVTZ ba-
sis sets are available, which is not the case for iodine), and
in all cases the deviations between all-electron and pseudopo-
tential calculations have been found smaller than 5 cm−1 for
harmonic frequencies and than 5% for harmonic intensities
of the fundamental modes. For iodine, even if not verified by
analogous comparison, larger effects are expected. We only
note that, for example, for electric first-order properties the
extent of relativistic effects enlarges from being about 4%–
5% for Br to about 16%–17% for I.87

B. Geometries and fundamental frequencies

In Table IV, the DFT bond lengths are compared to their
CCSD(T)/REF counterparts and the MAEs with respect to
the reference geometries are evaluated for each molecule.
In Table S.III in the supplementary material,92 an analogous
comparison has been reported for valence angles. For bond
lengths, the MAEs associated to the DFT methods are about
0.007 Å for B3LYP/SNSD and 0.003 Å for B2PLYP/cc-
pVTZ(-PP), while for angles in all cases the discrepancies
are smaller than 1◦, thus suggesting that on average both ap-
proaches provide geometries in reasonably good agreement
with the reference coupled-cluster results.

In Table V, the MAEs of the anharmonic frequencies
with respect to the experimental data are reported for the
whole set of molecules. Detailed data for each molecule,
including harmonic and anharmonic frequencies, errors for

TABLE IV. Bond lengths and Mean Absolute Errors (MAEs) with respect
to CCSD(T)/REF. Values in Å.a

B3LYP/ B2PLYP/ CCSD(T)/
SNSD cc-pVTZ(-PP) REF

CH2F2

C–H 1.0942 1.0878 1.0877
C–F 1.3656 1.3576 1.3542

CHBrF2

C–H 1.0909 1.0843 1.0870
C–F 1.3448 1.3383 1.3417
C–Br 1.9554 1.9446 1.9360

CF3Br
C–Br 1.9453 1.9357 1.9285
C–F 1.3330 1.3266 1.3276

CH2DBr
C–Br 1.9628 1.9472 1.9471
C–H(D) 1.0887 1.0823 1.0857

CH2CHF
C–F 1.3515 1.3439 1.3431
C=C 1.3254 1.3197 1.3233
C–H(c) 1.0853 1.0784 1.0788
C–H(g) 1.0861 1.0797 1.0801
C–H(t) 1.0843 1.0773 1.0788

CF2CFCl
C=C 1.3316 1.3260 1.3319
C–F(g) 1.3342 1.3312 1.3305
C–F(t) 1.3199 1.3151 1.3137
C–F(c) 1.3182 1.3134 1.3137
C–Cl 1.7209 1.7072 1.7089

cis-CHFCHBr
C–Br 1.8881 1.8787 1.8815
C=C 1.3283 1.3228 1.3309
C–F 1.3402 1.3342 1.3339
C–H(Br) 1.0826 1.0758 1.0782
C–H(F) 1.0862 1.0799 1.0818

cis-CHFCHI
C–I 2.0986 2.0821 2.0875
C=C 1.3274 1.3225 1.3308
C–F 1.3414 1.3355 1.3351
C–H(I) 1.0826 1.0763 1.0788
C–H(F) 1.0870 1.0806 1.0825

Overall MAEsb

Halo-methanes (9) 0.0095 0.0033 0.0000
Halo-ethylenes (20) 0.0054 0.0025 0.0000
Total (29) 0.0067 0.0028 0.0000
C–H (10) 0.0048 0.0017 0.0000
C=C (4) 0.0021 0.0064 0.0000
C–F (9) 0.0061 0.0013 0.0000
C–Cl (1) 0.0120 0.0017 0.0000
C–Br (4) 0.0146 0.0047 0.0000
C–I (1) 0.0110 0.0055 0.0000

a(c), (g), and (t) stand for cis-, geminal-, and trans-, respectively.
bOverall MAEs are computed by averaging the errors of the bond lengths over all halo-
methanes, halo-ethylenes, and the whole set of molecules (total). The number of non-
equivalent bonds considered in the calculation of the MAEs is given in parenthesis.

each mode, Fermi resonances, assignments of the transitions,
and comparison with other computational results available in
literature are collected in Tables S.IV– S.IX in the supple-
mentary material.92 CHBrF2 and CF2CFCl have been chosen
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TABLE V. Mean absolute errors (cm−1) for the anharmonic (GVPT2) fre-
quencies of the fundamental modes with respect to the experimental frequen-
cies.a

B3LYP/ B2PLYP/
SNSD VTZb HYBB3Dc HYBB2Td

CH2F2 28.8 6.9 4.9 2.7
CHBrF2 23.1 6.9 2.3 3.1
CF3Br 26.0 9.8 3.5 3.5
CH2DBr 9.9 7.3 4.4 4.0
CH2CHF 8.5 11.6 3.2 2.9
CF2CFCl 12.5 7.2 9.1 8.4
cis-CHFCHBr 8.0 8.2 4.3 3.7
cis-CHFCHI 8.0 8.0 4.6 3.6

Halo-methanes (33) 22.0 7.7 3.8 3.3
Halo-ethylenes (48) 9.3 8.8 5.3 4.7
Total (81) 14.7 8.3 4.6 4.1

C–H st. (13) 8.8 13.9 5.1 4.6
C–F st. (11) 32.0 9.2 8.5 8.3
C–Cl st. (1) 8.2 1.0 2.4 1.9
C–Br st. (4) 20.4 6.3 2.0 2.6
C–I st. (1) 18.6 0.4 1.3 1.4

aSee the supplementary material for details about the frequencies of each molecule. The
number of modes considered in the calculation of the MAEs is given in parenthesis.
bcc-pVTZ (cc-pVTZ-PP for Br and I).
cAnharmonic shifts at the B3LYP/SNSD level summed to the CCSD(T)/REF harmonic
frequencies. See text, Sec. II D.
dAnharmonic shifts at the B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ(-PP) level summed to the CCSD(T)/REF
harmonic frequencies. See text, Sec. II D.

as case studies; therefore, the corresponding tables will be re-
ported and discussed in dedicated sections, while in the fol-
lowing a general discussion is presented. First of all, we note
that the overall MAE of the B3LYP/SNSD level is about 15
cm−1, which is comparable with previous results, obtained,
for example, for glycine44 and uracil59 (MAEs of about 10
cm−1 in both cases). The slightly larger errors found in the
present case are related to the presence of the halogen atoms,
which introduce further degrees of complexity due to the
large electronegativity and – for the heavy-atom-containing
compounds – to the relativistic effects. In particular, we ob-
serve that the frequencies of the C–F, C–Br, and C–I stretch-
ings are affected by the largest errors (about 30 cm−1 for
C–F and 20 cm−1 for C–Br and C–I), which are the origin
of the large MAEs observed for CH2F2 (29 cm−1), CHBrF2

(23 cm−1), and CF3Br (26 cm−1). The errors on the frequen-
cies for modes associated to the chlorine atom are rather
limited, being only 8 cm−1 for the C–Cl stretching mode
of CF2CFCl. Overall better performances are observed in
B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ(-PP) computations, with a mean error on
the frequencies of the C–F stretching modes of only 9 cm−1,
and MAEs of about 1 cm−1 for C–Cl and C–I and 6 cm−1

for the C–Br stretchings. On the whole, this leads to over-
all MAEs smaller than 10 cm−1 for the fundamental fre-
quencies of CH2F2, CHBrF2, and CF3Br. Therefore, the use
of a triple-ζ basis set and the inclusion of a fraction of the
MP2 energy leads to a noticeable improvement of the an-
harmonic frequencies with respect to the B3LYP/SNSD re-
sults, thus suggesting that the polarization effects induced by
the large electronegativity of the fluorine atoms can be ac-
curately accounted for with a triple-ζ basis set. Neverthe-

less, the B3LYP/SNSD approach remains a valuable alterna-
tive for open-shell systems or for very large molecules, for
which the B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ method is much more prone to
spin contamination errors and/or much more computation-
ally demanding. In the test cases discussed in Sec. III D,
the harmonic and anharmonic frequencies computed at the
B3LYP/cc-pVTZ(-PP) level are reported in order to sepa-
rate the effects of the functional and the basis set contribut-
ing to the enhanced accuracy of the B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ(-PP)
frequencies with respect to the B3LYP/SNSD ones.

A possible route to correct for a large fraction of error
in the computed vibrational frequencies is based on the hy-
brid approach described in detail in Sec. II D, and already
used in previous works.53–60 For the molecules investigated
here, such an approach has the noticeable advantage that the
treatment at the CCSD(T) level of the harmonic terms al-
lows to better take into account the large electronegativity
of halogens and the relativistic effects on Br and I. The hy-
brid frequencies for each molecule, calculated by combin-
ing the harmonic frequencies at the CCSD(T)/REF level with
the cubic and semi-diagonal quartic force constants at the
B3LYP/SNSD level (HYBB3D) and at the B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ
(-PP) level (HYBB2T), are reported in Tables S.IV– S.IX
(supplementary material),92 VII and IX, while in Table V
the MAEs with respect to the corresponding experimental
frequencies are collected. The largest errors found for the
HYBB3D frequencies are again related to the C–F stretching
modes, but in this case the overall MAE is only 8 cm−1. Such
an improved accuracy, with respect to the B3LYP/SNSD com-
putations, can be also observed for the frequency modes in-
volving chlorine, bromine, and iodine, and it can be ascribed
to the fact that the inaccuracies due to the presence of the
halogens have been corrected at the harmonic level by the
CCSD(T)/REF calculations, thus leading to a total MAE, av-
eraged over all molecules, of only 4.6 cm−1. These benefi-
cial effects are also evident when comparing the B2PLYP/cc-
pVTZ(-PP) frequencies (total MAE of 8 cm−1) with the
HYBB2T frequencies (4 cm−1). Furthermore, it is worth not-
ing that the correction of the harmonic part at the CCSD(T)
level turns out to be more important for B3LYP/SNSD than
for B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ(-PP), due to the already noticeable ac-
curacy of the latter. This is graphically shown in Figure 2,
where the signed errors for the B3LYP/SNSD and
B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ(-PP) harmonic frequencies with respect to
the CCSD(T)/REF ones, for the 81 modes of the molecules
considered, are plotted versus the CCSD(T)/REF frequencies.
From this figure, we observe that the error distribution of the
B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ(-PP) harmonic frequencies is much nar-
rower than that for B3LYP/SNSD, the former being mostly
within 10 cm−1. This suggests that hybrid approaches similar
to those used in previous works,44, 50 in which the harmonic
frequencies are computed at the B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ(-PP) level
and the anharmonic shifts at the B3LYP/SNSD level – i.e., not
requiring coupled-cluster computations – can be safely used
for large molecules containing halogens, and the accuracy of
such frequencies should be very close to that of the HYBB3D

method. In Figure 2, we also note that the frequencies at the
B3LYP/SNSD level are mostly overestimated in the 3000–
4000 cm−1 range, mostly underestimated in the zone between
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FIG. 2. Signed errors (cm−1) of the B3LYP/SNSD and B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ
(-PP) harmonic frequencies with respect to CCSD(T)/REF calculations.

1000 and 2000 cm−1, while the errors are scattered in the re-
gion below 1000 cm−1. This suggests that the discrepancies at
the B3LYP/SNSD level are related to an intrinsic limit of the
DFT/double-ζ calculations and that it is not possible to derive
a single empirical scaling factor able to correct the frequen-
cies of all the fundamental modes.

The improvement due to CCSD(T) on the peak positions
in the IR spectra is graphically pointed out by means of some
representative vibrations of one halo-methane in Figure 3 and
one halo-ethylene in Figure 4. In Figure 3, the IR spectrum
of the CHBrF2 molecule has been plotted in the CH stretch-
ing frequency range (2980–3060 cm−1). The frequencies have
been computed at the B3LYP/SNSD level (DFT/DFT) and
also with the HYBB3D approach (HYB/DFT), while the DFT
intensities have been normalized to unitary values, since a de-
tailed discussion of the absorption cross sections is postponed
to Sec. III C. In Figure 4, the CCF and CCH bending zone
of the cis-CHFCHBr molecule (700–760 cm−1) is shown,
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FIG. 3. Infrared spectrum of CHBrF2 in the CH stretching frequency range.
The label F of the peak is consistent with Figure 8. A FWHM of 2 cm−1

has been used for the convolution. DFT calculations at the B3LYP/SNSD
level. Note that the experimental line shape is due to the rotational structure
of the vibrational band, while this has not been considered in the theoretical
spectrum.
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FIG. 4. Infrared spectrum of cis-CHFCHBr in the CCF and CCH bending
modes frequency range. The label B of the peak is consistent with Figure 5.
A FWHM of 2 cm−1 has been used for the convolution. DFT calculations
at the B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ-PP level. Note that the experimental line shape is
due to the rotational structure of the vibrational band, while this has not been
considered in the theoretical spectrum.

the frequencies being obtained at the B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ-PP
(DFT/DFT) and HYBB2T (HYB/DFT) levels. In both figures,
the beneficial effect of the CCSD(T) corrections to the har-
monic frequencies on the peak positions can be observed. It
is worth noting that an accurate reproduction of the peak po-
sition is also of paramount importance for a quantitative com-
parison of the integrated cross sections with the experimental
data, since they determine the correct choice of the transitions
to be included in a given frequency range.

C. Intensities

For CH2F2, CHBrF2, CF3Br, CH2CHF, and CF2CFCl,
experimental absorption cross sections (cm2/molecule) are
available, and their integration over selected frequency ranges
leads to integrated cross sections (km/mol), which can be di-
rectly related to the computed values (see Sec. II A). For
CHBrF2 and CF2CFCl the discussion and the correspond-
ing tables are reported in a separate section, while in Tables
S.X–S.XII in the supplementary material92 the comparison
between experimental and theoretical integrated cross sec-
tions is reported for the remaining three molecules mentioned
above. A summary of the MAEs of the computed integrated
cross sections with respect to experiment is given in Table VI.
We observe that for both proposed DFT methods the agree-
ment between theoretical and experimental intensities is very
good, the total MAE being about 7 km/mol for B3LYP/SNSD
and 6 km/mol for B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ(-PP). On average, both
methods provide very similar intensity values, thus suggesting
that electrostatic properties, such as the dipole moment of the
ground state, should also be in close agreement and that the
effect of the double-/triple-ζ basis sets should be smaller than
that observed for frequencies. Furthermore, a similar accuracy
is found for both halo-methanes (MAEs of about 6 km/mol for
both B3LYP/SNSD and B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ(-PP)) and halo-
ethylenes (MAE of about 8 km/mol for B3LYP/SNSD and
about 5 km/mol for B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ(-PP)) because infrared
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TABLE VI. Mean absolute errors (km/mol) for the integrated absorption
cross sections with respect to the experimental data.a

B3LYP/ B2PLYP/
SNSD VTZb HYBB3Dc HYBB2Td

CH2F2 3.40 3.22 1.98 1.71
CHBrF2 6.55 6.18 1.99 1.93
CF3Br 8.21 9.78 2.37 2.29
CH2CHF 11.05 7.57 5.02 5.07
CF2CFCl 4.82 3.16 1.47 1.39

Halo-methanes 6.05 6.39 2.11 1.98
Halo-ethylenes 7.94 5.37 3.25 3.23

Total 6.81 5.98 2.57 2.48

aAnharmonic intensities of overtones and combination bands have been included. See
the supplementary material for details about each molecule.
bcc-pVTZ (cc-pVTZ-PP for Br and I).
cB3LYP/SNSD intensities empirically corrected with the CCSD(T)/REF harmonic in-
tensities of the fundamental modes. See text, Sec. II D.
dB2PLYP/cc-pVTZ(-PP) intensities empirically corrected with the CCSD(T)/REF har-
monic intensities of the fundamental modes. See text, Sec. II D.

intensities are less sensitive to the molecular geometry than
frequencies, being lower-order derivatives with respect to
atomic displacements, thus suggesting that the performances
of the methods should be quite similar for a large set of molec-
ular systems. In the last two columns of Table VI, the hybrid
IR intensities at the HYBB3D and HYBB2T levels are reported.
For the details about the hybrid approach for the integrated
cross sections, we refer to Sec. II D, while here we only point
out that from the MAEs associated to both the hybrid data sets
(smaller than 2 km/mol) it is evident that hybrid approaches
are useful in order to improve the theoretical intensities.

For cis-CHFCHBr, cis-CHFCHI, and CH2DBr, the ex-
perimental data are available in units of absorbance. In this
case, a quantitative comparison between experimental and
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FIG. 5. Infrared spectrum of cis-CHFCHBr, as calculated with pure DFT ap-
proach (DFT/DFT), hybrid coupled-cluster and DFT approach for frequen-
cies only (HYB/DFT), hybrid coupled-cluster and DFT approach for fre-
quencies and intensities (HYB/HYB). DFT calculations at the B2PLYP/cc-
pVTZ-PP level, HYB calculations employ harmonic corrections at the
CCSD(T)/REF level. A FWHM of 20 cm−1 has been used for the convo-
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ings. (C) CF stretching. (D) CHBr and CHF symmetric in plane bendings.
(E) CHBr and CHF asymmetric in plane bendings. (F) Overtones and com-
bination bands. (G) CC stretching. (H) Overtones and combination bands.
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theoretical spectra is not possible, since the information
about the optical length of the instrument and the concentra-
tion/partial pressure of the samples were not known at the mo-
ment of the measure with the required accuracy. Nevertheless,
useful information can be extracted from a qualitative com-
parison between experimental and theoretical IR spectra. In
Figure 5, the experimental IR spectrum in absorbance units of
cis-CHFCHBr has been normalized with respect to the most
intense peak, so that the latter (peak C) takes an unitary value.
On the other side, the calculated integrated cross sections
have been first convoluted with Gaussian functions (FWHM
= 20 cm−1), then scaled in analogous manner, in order to
allow a direct comparison between DFT and experimental
spectra. On average, although the peak positions in Figure 5
are well reproduced already at the B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ-PP
level, in agreement with the results shown in Table V and dis-
cussed in Sec. III B, further improvements are noted when
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FIG. 7. Infrared spectrum of cis-CHFCHI. A FWHM of 20 cm−1 has been
used for the convolution. (A) CCF and CHI out of plane bending. (B) CF
stretching. (C) CHI/CHF symmetric in plane bending. (D) CHI/CHF asym-
metric in plane bending. (E) Overtones and combination bands of CCF bend-
ing. (F) CC stretching. (G) Overtones and combination bands of CHI out of
plane bendings.
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TABLE VII. Harmonic and anharmonic (GVPT2) frequencies (cm−1) of CHBrF2.

Harmonic frequenciesa

B3LYP/ B3LYP/ B2PLYP/ CCSD(T)/ CCSD(T)/
Modes Symm. SNSD cc-pVTZ-PP cc-pVTZ-PP F-AVTZb,c REF Assignmentsd

ν1 A′ 3149.3 (−1.9) 3129.3 (−21.9) 3162.4 (11.2) 3155.8 (4.6) 3151.2 CH stretch
ν7 A′ ′ 1350.5 (−23.5) 1369.6 (−4.4) 1384.3 (10.3) 1373.7 (−0.3) 1374.0 CF2 twist/CH

(oop) bend
ν2 A′ 1282.2 (−28.2) 1288.7 (−21.7) 1308.2 (−2.2) 1312.7 (2.3) 1310.4 CF2 wag/CH

(ip) bend
ν8 A′ ′ 1114.0 (−39.1) 1132.2 (−20.9) 1149.0 (−4.1) 1151.2 (−1.9) 1153.1 CF2 (A) stretch
ν3 A′ 1093.6 (−27.3) 1106.6 (−14.3) 1118.5 (−2.4) 1119.3 (−1.6) 1120.9 CF2 (S) stretch
ν4 A′ 694.9 (−29.5) 694.0 (−30.4) 714.1 (−10.3) 724.0 (−0.4) 724.4 HCBr

deformation
ν5 A′ 574.5 (−5.5) 579.8 (−0.2) 584.1 (4.1) 580.8 (0.8) 580.0 CF2 deformation
ν6 A′ 311.3 (−13.7) 310.4 (−14.6) 319.8 (−5.2) 325.7 (0.7) 325.0 CBr stretch
ν9 A′ ′ 307.8 (−6.5) 306.6 (−7.7) 312.9 (−1.4) 313.6 (−0.7) 314.3 CF2 rock

MAE 19.5 15.1 5.7 1.5 0.0
Anharmonic frequenciesa

B3LYP/ B3LYP/ B2PLYP/ CCSD(T)/
Modes Symm. SNSD cc-pVTZ-PP cc-pVTZ-PP HYBB3De HYBB3Tf HYBB2Tg F-AVTZb,c,h Exp.b Assignmentsd

ν1 A′ 3011.9 (−9.0) 3000.3 (−20.6) 3034.2 (13.3) 3018.8 (−2.1) 3026.3 ( 5.4) 3021.1 (0.2) 3023.2 (2.3) 3020.9 CH stretch
ν7 A′ ′ 1318.9 (−27.7) 1336.9 (−9.7) 1351.0 (4.4) 1343.8 (−2.8) 1342.1 (−4.5) 1340.6 (−6.0) 1340.8 (−5.8) 1346.6 CF2 twist/CH

(oop) bend
ν2 A′ 1254.4 (−27.4) 1259.5 (−22.3) 1279.6 (−2.2) 1284.2 (2.4) 1282.9 ( 1.1) 1282.1 (0.3) 1282.5 (0.7) 1281.8 CF2 wag/CH

(ip) bend
ν8 A′ ′ 1085.7 (−45.1) 1105.0 (−25.9) 1121.6 (−9.2) 1128.5 (−2.3) 1127.7 (−3.1) 1126.0 (−4.8) 1125.6 (−5.2) 1130.8 CF2 (A) stretch
ν3 A′ 1069.6 (−33.2) 1083.1 (−19.7) 1094.8 (−8.0) 1099.7 (−3.1) 1098.9 (−3.9) 1097.3 (−5.5) 1096.3 (−6.5) 1102.8 CF2 (S) stretch
ν4 A′ 687.1 (−31.6) 686.1 (−32.6) 705.6 (−13.1) 717.7 (−1.0) 717.7 (−1.0) 716.4 (−2.3) 715.6 (−3.1) 718.7 HCBr

deformation
ν5 A′ 567.2 (−11.8) 572.2 (−6.8) 576.6 (−2.4) 573.4 (−5.6) 573.0 (−6.0) 572.6 (−6.4) 572.7 (−6.3) 579.0 CF2 deformation
ν6 A′ 308.1 (−15.2) 307.3 (−16.0) 316.3 (−7.0) 322.3 (−1.0) 322.5 (−0.8) 321.7 (−1.6) 321.7 (−1.6) 323.3 CBr stretch
ν9 A′ ′ 305.4 (−7.3) 303.9 (−8.8) 310.0 (−2.7) 312.0 (−0.7) 311.8 (−0.9) 311.5 (−1.2) 313.2 (0.5) 312.7 CF2 rock

MAE 23.1 18.0 6.9 2.3 3.0 3.1 3.6 0.0

aIn parenthesis, the absolute errors are reported. Errors of harmonic frequencies have been computed with respect to the CCSD(T)/REF harmonic frequencies, errors of anharmonic
frequencies evaluated with respect to experimental fundamentals. Mean Absolute Errors (MAEs) have been derived by averaging over the errors of each mode. No Fermi resonances
found for this molecule.
bPietropolli Charmet et al.18

ccc-pVTZ for H, C, Br, aug-cc-pVTZ for fluorine.
d(A) and (S) refer to, respectively, Asymmetric and Symmetric modes, (ip) and (oop) refer to, respectively, in plane and out of plane bending mode.
eHarmonic frequencies at the CCSD(T)/REF level, cubic and semi-diagonal quartic force constants at the B3LYP/SNSD level.
fHarmonic frequencies at the CCSD(T)/REF level, cubic and semi-diagonal quartic force constants at the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ-PP level.
gHarmonic frequencies at the CCSD(T)/REF level, cubic and semi-diagonal quartic force constants at the B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ-PP level.
hCCSD(T)/F-AVTZ geometry and second-order force constants, CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ third- and fourth-order force constants.

incorporating the CCSD(T) corrections either to frequencies
only (HYB/DFT) or to both frequencies and intensities
(HYB/HYB). For example, a sensible improvement of the fre-
quency of peak H, associated to overtones and combination
bands of the low frequency modes, is observed when going
from DFT/DFT to the HYB/DFT spectra. In this regard, it
should be pointed out that the CCSD(T)/REF corrections to
frequencies are applied to all bands, also including overtones,
while the corrections to harmonic intensities influence only
the fundamental transitions.

In Figures 6 and 7, the IR spectra of CH2DBr
and cis-CHFCHI, respectively, at the B3PLYP/SNSD and
B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ-PP levels are compared with the experi-
mental spectra by applying the scaling procedure described
above to the experimental absorbance and computed spec-
tral line shape. Even for these non-trivial molecules, where
iodine and isotopic substitutions are involved, the intensi-
ties calculated at the DFT levels are very close to the ex-
perimental data, and this is particularly evident in peak F

of Figure 6, related to the C–D stretching of CH2DBr, and
peaks A, C, D, G of Figure 7, related to the modes involving
iodine.

D. Test cases: The IR spectra of the CHBrF2
and CF2CFCl

In this section, we report a detailed discussion on the
computation of the full IR spectra of CHBrF2 and CF2CFCl,
which have been chosen as test cases for halo-methanes and
halo-ethylenes, respectively, due to their importance from
an environmental point of view88–90 and to the availabil-
ity of experimental intensities in cross section units. In par-
ticular, CHBrF2 was initially proposed as an interim re-
placement to fully halogenated halons, being subsequently
phased out by the Copenhagen amendment of the Montreal
protocol.

In Table VII, the frequencies of CHBrF2 computed at the
B3LYP/SNSD, B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ-PP, and B3LYP/cc-pVTZ
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TABLE VIII. Integrated cross sections (km/mol) of CHBrF2.

Harmonic integrated cross sections
Range Main B3LYP/ B2PLYP/ CCSD(T)/
(cm−1) transitions SNSD cc-pVTZ REF
530–610 ν5 5.58 5.80 4.94
610–660 2ν6 . . . . . . . . .
670–750 ν4 125.49 120.40 103.00
1050–1190 ν3,ν8 495.24 480.33 449.76
1240–1310 ν2 70.44 85.79 80.89
1310–1460 ν7,2ν4 7.26 12.05 10.66
1650–1700 ν3+ν5 . . . . . . . . .
1950–2300 2ν3,2ν8,ν3+ν8 . . . . . . . . .
2350–2720 2ν2,2ν7 . . . . . . . . .
2950–3100 ν1 5.46 11.34 6.50
3700–3800 ν1+ν4 . . . . . . . . .
4050–4200 ν1+ν3 . . . . . . . . .
4260–4380 ν1+ν2 . . . . . . . . .
5870–5980 2ν1 . . . . . . . . .
MAEa 13.92 9.99 0.00

Anharmonic integrated cross sections
Range Main B3LYP/ B2PLYP/
(cm−1) transitions SNSD cc-pVTZ HYBB3Db HYBB2Tc Exp.d

530–610 ν5 5.53 5.70 4.89 4.85 5.1(1)
610–660 2ν6 1.41 1.41 1.41 1.41 1.904(6)
670–750 ν4 126.35 120.77 103.86 103.37 101.8(5)
1050–1190 ν3,ν8 480.49 467.20 435.02 436.63 421.1(1)
1240–1310 ν2 69.92 84.27 80.37 79.37 72.4(2)
1310–1460 ν7,2ν4 7.11 11.43 10.52 10.05 9.9e

1650–1700 ν3+ν5 0.73f 0.78 0.73f 0.78 0.73(2)
1950–2300 2ν3,2ν8,ν3+ν8 7.72 7.69 7.72 7.69 7.3(1)
2350–2720 2ν2,2ν7 1.10 1.28 1.10 1.28 1.25(2)
2950–3100 ν1 7.74 13.65 8.78 8.81 7.71(6)
3700–3800 ν1+ν4 0.21 0.23 0.21 0.23 0.27(2)
4050–4200 ν1+ν3 0.61 0.65 0.61 0.65 0.61(1)
4260–4380 ν1+ν2 0.54 0.47 0.54 0.47 0.71(1)
5870–5980 2ν1 1.33 0.87 1.33 0.87 0.66(4)
MAEg 6.55 6.18 1.99 1.93 0.00

aMAE of harmonic calculations evaluated with respect to the CCSD(T)/REF data.
bHarmonic intensities of fundamental modes empirically corrected at the CCSD(T)/AVTZ-PP level, B3LYP/SNSD intensities for
all other modes.
cHarmonic intensities of fundamental modes empirically corrected at the CCSD(T)/AVTZ-PP level, B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ intensities
for all other modes.
dExperimental intensities are taken from Pietropolli Charmet et al.18

eThe 1310–1400 and 1400–1460 cm−1 ranges have been merged in order to facilitate the assignments.
fAlthough the frequency of the (ν3+ν5) combination band is 1631.7 cm−1 at the B3LYP/SNSD level, it has anyway been included
in the 1650−1700 cm−1 range for consistency with the experimental assignment.
gMAE of anharmonic calculations evaluated with respect to the experimental data.

-PP levels as well as employing hybrid approaches are com-
pared with the reference CCSD(T) data and experimental re-
sults. The errors of the harmonic and anharmonic frequencies
have been evaluated with respect to the CCSD(T)/REF cal-
culations and experimental fundamentals, respectively. The
harmonic frequencies calculated at the CCSD(T)/REF level
in this work are in very close agreement with the results by
Pietropolli Charmet et al.,18 obtained at a similar level of the-
ory (they included diffuse functions only on the fluorine atom,
while we performed the calculations with the complete aug-
cc-pVTZ-PP basis set), with an overall MAE of 1.5 cm−1.
The MAE of the DFT harmonic frequencies is about 20 cm−1

for B3LYP/SNSD and about 6 cm−1 for B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ-

PP, in line with the results presented in Table V and Figure 2.
Furthermore, concerning the MAE of the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ-
PP frequencies (15 cm−1), we note an improvement of about
5 cm−1 with respect to the B3LYP/SNSD level, and a differ-
ence of about 10 cm−1 with respect to B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ-PP,
thus suggesting that both the functional and the basis set con-
tribute to the overall accuracy of the DFT frequencies. In the
lowest part of Table VII, the comparison between the experi-
mental and anharmonic frequencies is reported for both DFT
and hybrid models. The errors associated to the anharmonic
frequencies at the DFT level are very similar to what observed
for the harmonic frequencies, with a MAE of about 7 and 18
cm−1 at the B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ-PP and B3LYP/cc-pVTZ-PP
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FIG. 8. Infrared spectrum of CHBrF2, as calculated with pure DFT approach (DFT/DFT), hybrid coupled-cluster and DFT approach for frequencies only
(HYB/DFT), hybrid coupled-cluster and DFT approach for frequencies and intensities (HYB/HYB). DFT calculations at the B3LYP/SNSD level, HYB calcula-
tions employ harmonic corrections at the CCSD(T)/REF level. A FWHM of 20 cm−1 has been used for the convolution. (A) HCBr bending. (B) CF2 symmetric
stretching. (C) CF2 asymmetric stretching. (D) CH in plane and out of planes bendings. (E) Overtones and combination bands of the CF2 stretching modes.
(F) CH stretching. Note that peaks A, B, C, D and E, F are plotted with different scales.

levels, respectively, and of about 23 cm−1 for B3LYP/SNSD
calculations, the latter reducing to 2.3 cm−1 when the hybrid
HYBB3D approach is considered. This confirms that a triple-ζ
basis set in conjunction with the B2PLYP functional provides

results in very good agreement with the CCSD(T)/REF calcu-
lations.

In Table VIII, the harmonic integrated cross sec-
tions at the B3LYP/SNSD, B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ-PP, and
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FIG. 9. Infrared spectrum of CF2CFCl, as calculated with pure DFT approach (DFT/DFT), hybrid coupled-cluster and DFT approach for frequencies only
(HYB/DFT), hybrid coupled-cluster and DFT approach for frequencies and intensities (HYB/HYB). DFT calculations at the B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ level, HYB
calculations employ harmonic corrections at the CCSD(T)/REF level. A FWHM of 20 cm−1 has been used for the convolution. (A) CF2 symmetric stretching.
(B) CF stretching. (C) CF2 asymmetric stretching. (D) CC stretching. (E) Combination of CF and CCl stretching bands. (F) Overtone of the CF stretching mode,
combination of CF2 symmetric and asymmetric stretching bands. (G) Overtone of the CF2 symmetric stretching mode. (H) Combination between CC and CF
stretching bands. Note that peaks A, B, C, D and E, F, G, H are plotted with different scales.
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TABLE IX. Harmonic and anharmonic (GVPT2) frequencies (cm−1) for CF2CFCl.

Harmonic frequenciesa

B3LYP/ B3LYP/ B2PLYP/ CCSD(T)/ CCSD(T)/
Modes Symm. SNSD cc-pVTZ cc-pVTZ REF ANOtzb Assignmentsc

ν1 A′ 1839.7 (−2.3) 1836.7 (−5.3) 1844.2 (2.2) 1852.8 (10.8) 1842.0 C=C stretch
ν2 A′ 1322.4 (−44.6) 1328.6 (−38.4) 1348.6 (−18.4) 1384.2 (17.2) 1367.0 CF2 (A) stretch
ν3 A′ 1205.0 (−36.0) 1209.1 (−31.9) 1225.9 (−15.1) 1256.1 (15.1) 1241.0 C–F stretch
ν4 A′ 1054.3 (−20.7) 1055.9 (−19.1) 1069.3 (−5.7) 1088.9 (13.9) 1075.0 CF2 (S) stretch
ν5 A′ 694.7 (−4.3) 696.8 (−2.2) 701.5 (2.5) 707.3 (8.3) 699.0 C–Cl stretch
ν10 A′ ′ 567.2 (21.2) 575.7 (29.7) 572.1 (26.1) 542.7 (−3.3) 546.0 (oop) CF2 wag
ν6 A′ 515.4 (−5.6) 518.6 (−2.4) 521.5 (0.5) 522.0 (1.0) 521.0 CF2 bend
ν7 A′ 456.9 (−7.1) 458.0 (−6.0) 463.4 (−0.6) 469.2 (5.2) 464.0 F(t)CCF(c) rock
ν11 A′ ′ 375.1 (3.1) 380.0 (8.0) 382.1 (10.1) 372.3 (0.3) 372.0 (oop) CFCl wag
ν8 A′ 339.0 (−1.0) 339.8 (−0.2) 341.1 (1.1) 340.9 (0.9) 340.0 CFCl bend
ν9 A′ 188.5 (0.5) 189.6 (1.6) 189.7 (1.7) 187.0 (−1.0) 188.0 CFCl rock
ν12 A′ ′ 168.0 (−2.0) 169.7 (−0.3) 171.9 (1.9) 168.1 (−1.9) 170.0 (oop) torsion

MAE 12.4 12.1 7.2 6.6 0.0

Anharmonic frequenciesa

B3LYP/ B3LYP/ B2PLYP/
Modes Symm. SNSD cc-pVTZ cc-pVTZ HYBB3Dd HYBB3Te HYBB2Tf CCSD(T)b,g Exp.b Assignmentsc

ν1 A′ 1801.0 (0.4) 1797.6 (−3.0) 1804.6 (4.0) 1815.6 (15.0) 1816.0 (15.4) 1814.1 (13.5) 1801.0 (0.4) 1800.6 C=C stretch
ν2 A′ 1293.8 (−40.6) 1300.9 (−33.5) 1320.8 (−13.6) 1358.4 (24.0) 1358.8 (24.4) 1357.6 (23.2) 1339.0 (4.6) 1334.4 CF2 (A) stretch
ν3 A′ 1178.2 (−38.0) 1183.4 (−32.8) 1196.9 (−19.3) 1238.0 (21.8) 1238.2 (22.0) 1237.1 (20.9) 1220.0 (3.8) 1216.2 C–F stretch
ν4 A′ 1036.8 (−22.9) 1038.7 (−21.0) 1051.7 (−8.0) 1077.7 (18.0) 1080.9 (21.2) 1079.7 (20.0) 1051.0 (−8.7) 1059.7 CF2 (S) stretch
ν5 A′ 683.2 (−8.2) 686.0 (−5.4) 690.4 (−1.0) 693.8 (2.4) 693.9 (2.5) 693.3 (1.9) 687.0 (−4.4) 691.4 C–Cl stretch
ν10 A′ ′ 550.6 (11.9) 564.3 (25.6) 560.1 (21.4) 525.6 (−13.1) 531.0 (−7.7) 530.3 (−8.4) 532.0 (−6.7) 538.7 (oop) CF2 wag
ν6 A′ 510.1 (−6.1) 513.4 (−2.8) 516.2 (0.0) 516.7 (0.5) 516.6 (0.4) 516.3 (0.1) 515.0 (−1.2) 516.2 CF2 bend
ν7 A′ 452.3 (−10.0) 453.5 (−8.8) 458.9 (−3.4) 464.9 (2.6) 464.9 (2.6) 464.7 (2.4) 459.0 (−3.3) 462.3 F(t)CCF(c) rock
ν11 A′ ′ 369.6 (1.6) 376.3 (8.3) 378.2 (10.2) 366.8 (−1.2) 368.7 (0.7) 368.4 (0.4) 367.0 (−1.0) 368.0 (oop) CFCl wag
ν8 A′ 336.7 (−1.3) 337.8 (−0.2) 338.6 (0.6) 338.7 (0.7) 338.8 (0.8) 338.9 (0.9) 335.0 (−3.0) 338.0 CFCl bend
ν9 A′ 187.6 (−0.4) 188.5 (0.5) 189.6 (1.6) 186.0 (−2.0) 185.8 (−2.2) 186.9 (−1.1) 186.0 (−2.0) 188.0 CFCl rock
ν12 A′ ′ 165.5 (−8.5) 167.6 (−6.4) 170.2 (−3.8) 165.6 (−8.4) 166.1 (−7.9) 166.3 (−7.7) 167.0 (−7.0) 174.0 (oop) torsion

MAE 12.5 12.4 7.2 9.1 9.0 8.4 3.8 0.0

aIn parenthesis, the signed errors are reported. Errors of harmonic frequencies computed with respect to the CCSD(T)/REF harmonic frequencies, errors of anharmonic frequencies
evaluated with respect to experimental fundamentals. Mean Absolute Errors (MAE) derived by averaging over the absolute errors of each mode. In the case of modes affected by
Fermi resonances, differences smaller than 10 cm−1 have been found between GVPT2 and deperturbed values.
bTasinato et al.20

c(A) and (S) refer to, respectively, Asymmetric and Symmetric modes, (oop) refers to out of plane bending modes, (c) and (t) stand, respectively, for cis- and trans-.
dHarmonic frequencies at the CCSD(T)/REF level, cubic and semi-diagonal quartic force constants at the B3LYP/SNSD level.
eHarmonic frequencies at the CCSD(T)/REF level, cubic and semi-diagonal quartic force constants at the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level.
fHarmonic frequencies at the CCSD(T)/REF level, cubic and semi-diagonal quartic force constants at the B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ level.
gGeometry and second-order force constants at the CCSD(T)/ANOtz level, third- and fourth-order force constants at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ level.

CCSD(T)/REF levels are collected, and the errors of the
DFT results evaluated with respect to CCSD(T)/REF are also
reported. The overall tendency of the DFT methods is to
overestimate the harmonic integrated cross sections, and this
trend is observed in the entire frequency range. In particu-
lar, in the HCBr bending zone (ν4: 670–750 cm−1) the inten-
sities at the B3LYP/SNSD and B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ-PP levels
are 125.49 and 120.40 km/mol, respectively, while a value of
103.00 km/mol is found at the CCSD(T) level. A similar trend
is also observed in the 1050–1190 and 530–610 cm−1 fre-
quency ranges. In the lower part of Table VIII, the anharmonic
integrated cross sections are reported, as calculated at the DFT
level and with both hybrid approaches. It is evident that only
fully anharmonic computations allow to compare theoretical
and experimental data in the spectral ranges where overtones
and combination bands appear. By comparing our results with
the experimental data,18 a total MAE of about 6 km/mol for
both DFT methods is observed, and the use of the hybrid ap-

proaches leads to MAEs of about 2 km/mol for both HYBB3D

and HYBB2T intensities.
From the knowledge of the integrated cross sections to-

gether with the computed anharmonic frequencies, it is possi-
ble to simulate the entire IR spectrum by convoluting the in-
tensity of each transition with either a Gaussian or Lorentzian
function (see Sec. II A). For a quantitative comparison with
the experimental spectrum, this procedure has been employed
for CHBrF2. The corresponding cross section spectrum in
cm2/molecule calculated at the B3LYP/SNSD level and us-
ing the hybrid approaches is plotted in Figure 8. Two regions
of the spectrum have actually been considered, one between
600 and 1500 cm−1, in which the transitions associated to the
CF2 stretching modes occur, and the other between 2000 and
3200 cm−1, where in addition to the CH stretching modes also
overtones and combination bands of the CF2 stretching modes
are evident. When the hybrid approach is applied to frequen-
cies (compare DFT/DFT vs HYB/DFT spectra), a remarkable
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TABLE X. Integrated cross sections (km/mol) of CF2CFCl.

Harmonic integrated cross sections
Range Main B3LYP/ B2PLYP/ CCSD(T)/
(cm−1) transitions SNSD cc-pVTZ REF
430–490 ν7 0.42 0.44 0.94
490–575 ν10,ν6 2.81 3.05 3.28
660–775 ν5,2ν11 3.90 3.67 2.79
830–945 ν10+ν11 . . . . . . . . .
950–1120 ν4,2ν10 241.19 233.70 222.97
1120–1168 ν7+ν5 . . . . . . . . .
1168–1275 ν3,ν9+ν4 215.15 207.14 196.51
1280–1365 ν2 185.74 172.61 160.12
1365–1450 ν8+ν4,2ν5 . . . . . . . . .
1450–1690 ν7+ν4 . . . . . . . . .
1690–1859 ν1,ν2+ν6 60.92 61.36 56.04
1859–2220 ν5+ν3 . . . . . . . . .
2220–2510 2ν3,ν4+ν2 . . . . . . . . .
2510–2770 2ν2 . . . . . . . . .
2790–2885 ν1+ν4 . . . . . . . . .
2900–3065 ν1+ν3 . . . . . . . . .
MAEa 9.92 5.83 0.00

Anharmonic integrated cross sections
Range Main B3LYP/ B2PLYP/
(cm−1) transitions SNSD cc-pVTZ HYBB3Db HYBB2Tc Exp.d

430–490 ν7 0.38 0.41 0.91 0.91 0.95
490–575 ν10,ν6 2.74 3.01 3.21 3.24 3.16
660–775 ν5,2ν11 4.25 4.09 3.14 3.20 3.30
830–945 ν10+ν11 1.56 1.45 1.56 1.45 2.82
950–1120 ν4,2ν10 238.72 230.03 220.49 219.23 210.2
1120–1168 ν7+ν5 6.18 5.68 6.18 5.68 6.10
1168–1275 ν3,ν9+ν4 208.60 199.98 189.96 189.35 189.0
1280–1365 ν2 176.10 163.22 150.48 150.73 153.8
1365–1450 ν8+ν4,2ν5 2.55 3.00 2.55 3.00 3.83
1450–1690 ν7+ν4 4.41 3.61 4.41 3.61 4.7
1690–1859 ν1,ν2+ν6 55.69e 57.49 50.81 52.17 55.2
1859–2220 ν5+ν3 4.97 4.03 4.97 4.03 4.06
2220–2510 2ν3,ν4+ν2 4.34 3.96 4.34 3.96 4.1
2510–2770 2ν2 2.78 0.36 2.78 0.36 2.86f

2790–2885 ν1+ν4 1.24 1.25 1.24 1.25 1.20
2900–3065 ν1+ν3 1.25 1.24 1.25 1.24 1.08
MAEg 4.82 3.16 1.47 1.39 0.00

aMAE of harmonic calculations evaluated with respect to the CCSD(T)/REF data.
bHarmonic intensities of fundamental modes empirically corrected at the CCSD(T)/REF level, B3LYP/SNSD intensities for all
other modes.
cHarmonic intensities of fundamental modes empirically corrected at the CCSD(T)/REF level, B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ intensities for
all other modes.
dTasinato et al.20

eResonance between modes ν6+ν2 and ν1 manually removed.
fExperimental intensities in the 2510–2610 cm−1 (0.47 km/mol) frequency range have been summed to the experimental intensi-
ties in the 2610–2770 cm−1 (2.39 km/mol) frequency range in order to facilitate the assignment of the transitions.
gMAE of anharmonic calculations evaluated with respect to the experimental data.

improvement of the peak positions is observed. This is par-
ticularly evident in the CF2 stretching modes (peaks B, C, E),
with the peak E being entirely due to overtones and combi-
nation bands. On the other side, the hybrid approach applied
to intensities yields only marginal corrections, as illustrated in
Table VI. Finally, it is worth noting that the only empirical pa-
rameter used in Figure 8 for the visualization of the spectra is
the FWHM of the Gaussian functions employed for the con-
volution of the peaks, which in this case has been arbitrarily
fixed to 20 cm−1.

In Table IX, the harmonic and anharmonic frequen-
cies for the fundamental bands of CF2CFCl are shown,
as calculated at the B3LYP/SNSD, B3LYP/cc-pVTZ, and
B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ levels, and compared with CCSD(T)/REF
and experimental data. We note a small basis set effect in the
DFT calculations, the MAE associated to the B3LYP/SNSD
and B3LYP/cc-pVTZ methods being very similar at both the
harmonic and anharmonic levels (about 12 cm−1 in all cases).
By comparing B3LYP and B2PLYP calculations, very small
differences are observed, the MAEs of the harmonic and
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anharmonic frequencies at the B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ level be-
ing about 7 cm−1. When the hybrid approach is applied, the
MAEs of the frequencies become about 9 cm−1 in all cases.
This value is slightly larger than the overall accuracy of the
hybrid approach for frequencies (about 4 cm−1, see Table V),
and it can be related to the presence of many fluorine atoms
as well as to inaccuracies in harmonic frequency calculations
when a π charge distribution is involved (see Figure 1).

In Table X, the integrated cross sections are shown, as
calculated at the B3LYP/SNSD and B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ levels
as well as with hybrid approaches. In this case, the average er-
rors are in line with the results reported in Table VI, the latter
being about 4 km/mol at the DFT level and about 1 km/mol
when the empirical hybrid correction is applied.

In Figure 9, the full IR spectrum in terms of cross sec-
tions is reported, as calculated at the B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ level
and with hybrid approaches, and compared with experimen-
tal data. Analogously to the previous test case, a very good
agreement on both peak positions and transition intensities is
evident for all the computational level employed.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we computed the infrared spectra of eight
halogenated organic compounds, using the CCSD(T) level of
theory as well as methods rooted in DFT, and compared the
results with the available experimental data. In general, the
spectra calculated at the DFT level show a good agreement
with the experiments. In particular, at the B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ
(-PP) level both frequencies and intensities are in remark-
able agreement with both CCSD(T) and experimental results,
while for B3LYP/SNSD in some cases peak positions show
larger deviations. Correction of the harmonic terms by means
of more accurate methods (such as CCSD(T) or B2PLYP/cc-
pVTZ(-PP)) significantly improves the agreement. On the
other side, intensities at the B3LYP/SNSD level are already in
good agreement with experiments. A general conclusion that
can be drawn from the present investigation is that DFT meth-
ods including both mechanical and electrical anharmonicity
can be successfully used for the treatment of large systems
also when halogen atoms are present, thus providing results
in good agreement with experiment. Finally, it is further con-
firmed that the general approach of computing vibrational
spectra beyond the double-harmonic approximation paves the
route to routine simulation of realistic IR spectra for a wide
set of molecular systems, including the species of atmospheric
interest.
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